P11-B1
DIA 0.66 24,2 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- MODEL NUMBER: P11-B1
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1,40 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 5A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:180G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P11-F1
DIA 0.66 24.2 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- MODEL NUMBER: P11-F1
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.60 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:100G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P50-B1
DIA 0.5 16,35 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- **MODEL NUMBER:** P50-B1
- **BRAND NAME:** STANDARD
- **INSTALL STYLE:** PLUG-IN
- **MATERIALS PLUNGER:** BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- **BARREL:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **SPRING:** MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- **RECEPTACLE:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE:** 1,80 MM
- **CURRENT RATING:** 3A
- **CONTACT RESISTANCE:** 50M 0HM
- **SPRING PRESSURE:** P100:75G
- **IS CUSTOMIZED:** YES

![Diagram of P50-B1 probe pin dimensions]
P50-D2
DIA 0.9 16,55MM

SPRING TEST PROBE POGO PIN TRACK CODE

- MODEL NUMBER: P50-D2
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: STAINLESS STEEL WIRE
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 2,65MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: PM75: 75G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P50-E2
DIA 0.9 16.5 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

◆ MODEL NUMBER: P50-E2
◆ BRAND NAME: STANDARD
◆ INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
◆ MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
◆ BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
◆ SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
◆ RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
◆ RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.40 MM
◆ CURRENT RATING: 5A
◆ CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
◆ SPRING PRESSURE: P100:75G
◆ IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P50-J1
DIA 0.5 16.35 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- MODEL NUMBER: P50-J1
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.70 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:75G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P50-Q1
DIA 0.5 16.35 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- **MODEL NUMBER:** P50-Q1
- **BRAND NAME:** STANDARD
- **INSTALL STYLE:** PLUG-IN
- **MATERIALS PUNGER:** BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- **BARREL:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **SPRING:** MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- **RECEPTACLE:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE:** 1.50 MM
- **CURRENT RATING:** 3A
- **CONTACT RESISTANCE:** 50M 0HM
- **SPRING PRESSURE:** P100:180G
- **IS CUSTOMIZED:** YES

![Diagram of the P50-Q1 probe pin with dimensions]
P75-LM3
DIA 1.5 16.54 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

◆ MODEL NUMBER: P75-LM3
◆ BRAND NAME: STANDARD
◆ INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
◆ MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
◆ BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
◆ SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
◆ RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
◆ RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.80 MM
◆ CURRENT RATING: 3A
◆ CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
◆ SPRING PRESSURE: P100:120G
◆ IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P75-T3
DIA 1.5 16.54 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- MODEL NUMBER: P75-T3
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: HEAT TREATED BERYLLIUM COPPER
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.40MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: PM75: 120G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P100-A3
DIA 1.8 33,35 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- MODEL NUMBER: P100-A3
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1,50 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M OHM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:180G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P125-B
DIA 33.35 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN LUNGHEZZA

- **MODEL NUMBER:** P125-B
- **BRAND NAME:** STANDARD
- **INSTALL STYLE:** PLUG-IN
- **MATERIALS PLUNGER:** BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- **BARREL:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **SPRING:** STAINLESS STEEL WIRE
- **RECEPTACLE:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE:** 1.50 MM
- **CURRENT RATING:** 3A
- **CONTACT RESISTANCE:** 50M OHM
- **SPRING PRESSURE:** P100:200G
- **IS CUSTOMIZED:** YES
P125-H
DIA 1.8 33,5 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- MODEL NUMBER: P125-H
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: GOLD TONE, SILVER TONE
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1,50 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 5A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:180G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P160-E3
DIA 2.5 24,5MM

SPRING TEST SONDE POGO PIN LUNGHEZZA

- MODEL NUMBER: P160-E3
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: STAINLESS STEEL WIRE
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1,80 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:180G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
P160-H5
DIA 2.5 24.5MM

SPRING TEST SONDE POGO PIN LUNGHEZZA

- **MODEL NUMBER:** P160-H5
- **BRAND NAME:** STANDARD
- **INSTALL STYLE:** PLUG-IN
- **MATERIALS PLUNGER:** BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- **BARREL:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **SPRING:** STAINLESS STEEL WIRE
- **RECEPTACLE:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE:** 2.50 MM
- **CURRENT RATING:** 3A
- **CONTACT RESISTANCE:** 50M OHM
- **SPRING PRESSURE:** P100:190G
- **IS CUSTOMIZED:** YES
R02-2W7
23.5 MM
SPRING TEST PRIMAVERI

- **MODEL NUMBER:** R02-2W7
- **BRAND NAME:** STANDARD
- **INSTALL STYLE:** PLUG-IN
- **MATERIALS PLUNGER:** HEAT TREATED BERYLLIUM COPPER
- **BARREL:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **SPRING:** GOLD PLATED
- **RECEPTACLE:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE:** 1.40MM
- **CURRENT RATING:** 3A
- **CONTACT RESISTANCE:** 50M OHM
- **SPRING PRESSURE:** PM75: 120G
- **IS CUSTOMIZED:** YES

![Diagram of R02-2W7 spring test primavera](image)
R11-3S
32.5MM
SPRING TEST PROBES RECEPTACLE

- MODEL NUMBER: R11-3S
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: STAINLESS STEEL WIRE
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.40MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: PM75: 120G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES

![Dimension Diagram]
R75-1S
26.5MM
SPRING TEST PROBES RECEPTACLE

- MODEL NUMBER: R75-1S
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: STAINLESS STEEL WIRE
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.40MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M OHM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P75: (100G), 180 G (220G)
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES

![Diagram of R75-1S specifications]
R75-3W
26.5MM
SPRING TEST PROBES RECEPTACLE

- MODEL NUMBER: R75-3W
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.80 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:150G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
R100-4S
LENGTH 30MM
SPRING TEST PRIMAVERI SONDA

- MODEL NUMBER: R100-4S
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: STAINLESS STEEL WIRE
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.70 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M OHM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:180G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES

[Diagram of the product dimensions]
R156-4S
23.5 MM
POGO SPRING TEST PROBE PIN

- **MODEL NUMBER:** R156-4S
- **BRAND NAME:** STANDARD
- **INSTALL STYLE:** PLUG-IN
- **MATERIALS PLUNGER:** BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- **BARREL:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **SPRING:** MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- **RECEPTACLE:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE:** 1.50 MM
- **CURRENT RATING:** 3A
- **CONTACT RESISTANCE:** 50M 0HM
- **SPRING PRESSURE:** P100:75G
- **IS CUSTOMIZED:** YES
R160-1W
32,7MM
SPRING TEST PROBE

- MODEL NUMBER: R160-1W
- BRAND NAME: STANDARD
- INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
- MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1,60 MM
- CURRENT RATING: 3A
- CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M 0HM
- SPRING PRESSURE: P100:90G
- IS CUSTOMIZED: YES

![Dimensions of R160-1W probe]
R160-2W
32.7MM
SPRING TEST PROBE

◆ MODEL NUMBER: R160-2W
◆ BRAND NAME: STANDARD
◆ INSTALL STYLE: PLUG-IN
◆ MATERIALS PLUNGER: BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
◆ BARREL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
◆ SPRING: MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
◆ RECEPTACLE: PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
◆ RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE: 1.70 MM
◆ CURRENT RATING: 3A
◆ CONTACT RESISTANCE: 50M OHM
◆ SPRING PRESSURE: P100:100G
◆ IS CUSTOMIZED: YES
R160-3S
23.7 MM
SPRING TEST PROBE

- **MODEL NUMBER:** R160-3S
- **BRAND NAME:** STANDARD
- **INSTALL STYLE:** PLUG-IN
- **MATERIALS PLUNGER:** BECU, SK4 WITH PLATED GOLD PLATED, RHODIUM
- **BARREL:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **SPRING:** MUSIC WIRE, GOLD PLATED
- **RECEPTACLE:** PHOSPHOR BRONZE WITH GOLD PLATED
- **RECOMMENDED HOLE SIZE:** 1.50 MM
- **CURRENT RATING:** 3A
- **CONTACT RESISTANCE:** 50M 0HM
- **SPRING PRESSURE:** P100:80G
- **IS CUSTOMIZED:** YES

![Diagram of R160-3S dimensions]